### SWALSC Transition

- Develop and execute Community Engagement Plan
- Develop Business Plan based on Strategic Plan
- Secure Commonwealth funding through to Noongar Boodja Trust commencing
- Appoint Expert Directors (2)
- Complete restructure

- Facilitate Regional AG & town information meetings
- Prepare for CSC services

- Register RCs with ORIC
- Commence development of common platform for the delivery of services to RCs/ENEs

- Adopt RTO Endorsement (CR)
- Implement framework for the delivery of services to RCs

- Assist with ATO endorsements of RCs
- Adopt Cultural Consultation Policy
- Commence transition business from WP to Corporation (regardless of CR)
- Approach Commonwealth for short term funding

- Establish Agreement Support Service (eg. RNO, GKB, etc.)
- Establish Governance Support Unit (supports all RC Directors)
- Develop NNC and NRC agenda
- Implement Regional Trust Governance Improvement Project
- Seek ENE appointment
- NRO change
- Member database to be available for RCs
- Develop and consider group Policy and Procedure manual
- Consider joint EBA
- Financial systems developed to manage group accounting/reporting
- Research Unit to support CAP processes in Regions
- IT and document management systems developed
- Group Insurance and Audit proposals, etc.
- Proposals to promote Noongar Economic Development
- Consideration of group cultural and social programs
- Support regional office establishment
- Assist with Noongar Land Fund applications

### Trust

- Trustee appointed

- Trust establishment commences

- Trust Effective Date

- ENE Appointments
- NAC and Land Sub established
- Committee appointments

- Common Platform is running
- Assist Regions in land transfer matters
- Assist Regions re planning for lands
- Implement Housing program with NBT/DoH
- Consider new office location

### Please Note:
These timeframes are indicative ONLY